SAFETY SOLUTIONS IN ACTION

Earth Networks Lightning Detection Could Have
Prevented Lightning Injuries to Children
63 MINUTES OF CRITICAL LEAD TIME
Safeguard Your Parks and People With Our Advanced Lightning and Severe Weather Solutions
Three Children injured by lightning at campground. | Newton, NJ | July 3rd, 2014

63 minutes prior to strike

4:35 PM EDT – First in-cloud lightning (magenta) strikes
within a 10-mile radius of the campground.

43 minutes prior to strike

4:55 PM EDT – Lightning approaches Campground area.
Storm begins shifting NE towards Sparta Township.
Area under alert.
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53 minutes prior to strike

4:45 PM EDT – In-cloud lightning activity builds south of the
Township’s Campground site. Area under alert.

18 minutes prior to strike

5:20 PM EDT – Initial storm activity shifts North and East.
New in-cloud lightning builds just south of the Great Divide
Campground. Area under alert.

SAFETY SOLUTIONS IN ACTION
CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING STRIKES SPECTATOR

5:38 PM EDT – Cloud-to-ground strikes detected in and
around the Campground. Three children are injured by
strike. Area under alert.
TOTAL LIGHTNING DETECTED DURING THE EVENT

There were no NWS warnings or alerts associated with
this event at the time.
On average, lightning strikes kill around 50 people in the United
States each year and injures far more. Most lightning injuries and
deaths happen at outdoor recreational facilities. This incident in
Newton, while scary, isn’t so uncommon. In the past few years,
we’ve seen a big push among parks and recreation professionals
and facilities to protect visitors and staff from severe weather.
Meteorologists and climate scientists have long known that incloud lightning is a dangerous precursor to deadly cloud-to-ground
strikes, hail, tornadoes, and microbursts. That’s why our lightning
sensors monitor total lightning, or the combination of both incloud and cloud-to-ground strikes. By monitoring both, we’re able
to more accurately send out warnings and protect visitors and staff
at campsites, parks, and sports fields throughout the world.
Since all parks and recreational operations vary location, size,
and type, we offer a few different ways to receive these critical
safety alerts.
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CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING STRIKES SPECTATOR

5:38 PM EDT – Close-up view of the cloud-to-ground strike
location, an estimated 125 yards from the campers. This
strike likely injured the children. Area under alert.

Earth Networks detected 175,246 total lightning
strikes in New Jersey in 2017

Sferic Maps and Mobile: Sferic Maps and Mobile
are our new, state-of-the-art weather visualization
applications. They enable users to see over 40 layers
of weather data and set up custom alerts for the
areas that matter to them most on computer or
mobile devices.

Outdoor Alerting System: If you’re looking for
something more definitive over a large area, an
Outdoor Alerting System (OAS) might be a good fit
for you. This horn and strobe light combination is
hooked up to our Earth Networks Total Lightning
Network and offers facilities an unmistakable audible
and visual alert for lightning strikes.
A combination of the two is often the best solution
for parks and recreation. If you’d like to learn more
about how to prevent incidents like this one in New
Jersey from happening at your facilities, please
contact the folks at Earth Networks to explore which
solution works best for your operations.

